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  Nevertheless there is a bountiful bibliography that is well grounded in scientific fact and research.
This is a spiritual experience story for all denominations including atheists. It will take you through the
real story of 1 woman's close encounter with possible death, recovery, and curing with elaborate
explanations and insight that may give hope for people who question the importance of their own
path. No adamant answers are given here, Compelling perspectives are provided that can help
bridge present knowledge to a universal understanding. It will motivate others to consider moving
through their very own personal growth.Spiritual Meals for Challenging Situations Grounded in
Science This book is spiritual food for anybody going through trauma. While there are lots of such
accounts, none have captured the fine detail and the occurrences leading up to her recovery with
such spectacular perception. I would suggest this book to anyone considering serious surgery or
procedures. This experience is a moving accounts that grabs the reader quickly and techniques the
story as an excellent page turner should. It gets the "band of truth." One person's way forwards,
against life's supreme adversity. There is the ring of truth about this publication. For myself, it had
been like the author's own personal invitation, to walk by her part and observe, as she passed
through an unexpected confrontation with her very own mortality, and made her in the past once
again. She comes face-to-face with her own mortality and shares personal experiences in her life
and upbringing and their effect on her beliefs. It had been a book about a personal inner journey, of
a certain conquest of self, about a certain inner battle, fought at the edge of the chasm of the
author's then apparently imminent death. That is a book that should be in the waiting around room
of every doctor and therapist, wherever people must face life changing trauma, apparently beyond
their own control. Perry has inherited the precision of her father and the artistic ability to deliver a
compelling tale from her mother. Five Stars ENJOYED THE READ Conquering impossible odds - a
riveting read! Dr. Certainly a page-turner! This is a must go through book for sufferers, doctors, or
anyone going right through trauma that leads someone to question consciousness. Since her father
was a medical doctor and her mother an creative person, it is apparent that Dr. Thank you for a
perfect read! I would encourage anyone confronted with illness of the terminal kind, or anyone
interested in a dramatic real-life story of conquering serious chances to read this! A fantastic read of
the author’s personal journey during an acute ... A fantastic read of the author’s personal journey
during an acute lifestyle threatening medical illness and recovery. Five Stars Loved this book! Unlike
a great many other "near loss of life accounts," this recounting was written from the perspective of
a scientific observer, and did not ask for my "belief" in anything, other than the virtue of individual
courage. Along this journey, she questions some of the beliefs she had prior to this traumatic
experience. A very interesting read for anybody experiencing an acute lifestyle threatening medical
scenario or a enjoyed one’s medical crisis. She was blessed to possess so very much support
from her family members, close friends, pastor, and caring medical staff and recognizes the
significance this had in her recovery. Riveting A riveting account, told in the 1st person, present
tense, of 1 woman's connection with pain, uncertainty, and possible death. Perry's accounts of her
close encounter with death is truly riveting. Once you begin reading this book, you will need to
examine it in its entirety without putting it down. The writer is a scientific psychologist who was
simply very experienced treating individuals, and little knowledge being the patient. Made me enjoy
my life even more and thankful for what I have. Highly recommend.
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